INTRODUCTION
In the followings the universe is considered a sphere in expansion from a center U C , the location of the initial singularity called BIG FLASH, the speed of the frontier being v a c c , speed of light in vacuum. One allows a linear velocity distribution from center to the frontier, this being established as equilibrium between the initial momentum at explosion (BIG FLASH) and the gravity forces. There are some reasons to preserve on average a spherical symmetry in the mass-energy distribution in universe. These reasons are related to the spherical symmetry in the early universe formation according to the model proposed by one of the authors [2] . The system of coordinates with center U C is considered at rest. Other models of universe are given in [3] .
PROPOSED MODELS

A model of similar regions.
Let U E be the admitted total energy of the universe and ;;
However the volume
gives only an estimation of the partial volumes because the spheres do not fill the entire space, a void fraction existing. The problem of the spheres distribution will be studied in the following.
One considers a central sphere in the origin U C and a number of spherical zones having the width 2 P R around it, P R being the radius of a sphere. In the arrangement on the zones we propose for spheres, the centers, Fig. 1) , one has with an accuracy which increases with k:
where int(…) is the function "(integer part of)". Now, one takes a circle of radius Then the total number of sphere centers, (therefore the total numbers of spheres) is:
The void fraction, 
To satisfy the condition (9) the value of 
In this scheme applied to a Sun-like model one has . The results are given in Table 1 for the age of universe equal to 9.15 billion of years.
In the case of the Galaxy model an arrangement of spheres (Suns) can also be done, the radius being obtained by arranging Relativistic correction of mass. Until now, the system of references was the fixed system with center in the point where the BIG FLASH took place. Therefore a body at a radius say zk R (see eq. (5)) is moving with the speed:
proportional to the speed at frontier. This velocity is constant in time. Therefore if the mass is P M in the fixed system of reference, the proper mass, PROPK M , for zone k is according to the special theory of relativity [9] :
This fact can strongly diminish the mass near frontier: up to a factor 0.000312 for Sunlike model and 0.0312 for Galaxy model.
GENERAL RELATIVITY EFFECTS
To introduce the general relativity effects one considers punctual masses and the metric tensor g  of Rastall [4] , the universe element of length having the form: , , ,
n is the refraction index given by the relation:
In the above relation (14) 0 M is the proper mass creating (mainly) the gravitation and 
From (16) 
An analogue of the second law of Mechanics.
In order to obtain an analogue of the second law of Mechanics one minimizes the integral of the Lagrange function (16):
By using the Euler-Lagrange relations for minimum one obtains the differential equation:
  Table 1 one can see that the part of the universe volume where 1 n  is comparatively very small (see the volume ratios / f U Vol Vol ). For n=1, the general relativity element of universe of Rastall (13) is identical to Minkowski invariant of the special theory of relativity:
valid almost in the entire volume of the universe both for the Sun-like and Galaxy-like models (see the volume ratios in Table 1 ). However the general relativity effects last because of the time derivatives of the refraction index: (Fig.2) . By integrating equation 
The formula (29) is well-known; it was used to find the curvature of the light ray passing near the Sun, representing one of the confirmations of the general theory of relativity in 1919. This value is two times the one given by the Newton formula.
Remark. Because the refraction index n depends on the ratio / Mr and these values are very close at frontiers for the Sun and Galaxy model (see Table 1 ), the general relativity effects are similar for the two models. 
POSSIBLE FORMATION OF BLACK HOLES. DARK MATTER
From Table 1 , one can see that the numbers of parts, P N , are big enough for various situations to appear. One of them could be the black holes formation as a consequence of the mass concentration. The main condition for the definition of a black hole is the impossibility to emit photons [8] . Then, denoting by ph E the energy of a photon at the black hole frontier of the radius Bh R and by using the expression of the gravity force given by equation (21) 
Thus one has obtained a critical value for the ratio 0 / Bh MR for the black hole formation. According to Newton formula this ratio is half only; therefore the general relativity effects help the black hole formation. The critical radius is the largest radius for a given mass to form a black hole. The refraction index at the black hole frontier is In the last line of Table 1 the characteristics of a black hole made from 3.947E6 Sun masses at the limit for a black hole formation are given. Such a mass would correspond to a super-massive black hole supposed to exist in the center of our Galaxy. At limit the density of the weakest black hole is about 8245 times the actual Sun density. The calculation suggests a possible formation of a black hole in more steps: first the Sun-like body is concentrated at about the tenth of its radius; then a big number (3.947E6) of the obtained body are clustered to form a weak black hole. Further the cluster is concentrated to form a final strong black hole. Thus it results a black hole similar to the one supposed to exist in the center of our Galaxy (named Sagittarius A, [10] ), having the Sun diameter (about 17 times smaller than the weakest black hole). Its density is 3.947E6 times the actual Sun density! One more remark could be done with respect to the possibility for the universal coefficient of attraction, N f , not to be constant but depending on the age of the universe. Indeed, as given by our hydro-dynamical model of Newton law of gravity [6] , 
CONCLUSIONS
Two simple models of spherical bodies of different masses and radii, one of the Sun size and another one of a Galaxy size were proposed. An arrangement was done by using spherical zones in a fixed system of reference with the origin at the point of the initial singularity (Big Bang or Big Flash) of the universe. The vicinity of any body is big enough to apply the simple formula for the length of universe given by Rastall that satisfies the Einstein equation of general relativity (15). The metric tensor of Rastall form contains a refraction index that accounts for the general relativity effects, having the value 1 at the frontier regions and outside. Thus the formula (13) of Rastall is valid on parts of universe. The relativistic correction of masses [9] is necessary, the universe being in expansion. Thus some particularities of the zones near the frontier of universe can be evidenced. Despite the big differences in masses there are some important ratios like the ratio between the mass and the body radius which are small enough for both the Sun and the Galaxy type models. One consequence is that the bodies are pretty far from the state of black hole. A scenario for the stepwise formation of black holes is given. A suggestion is done regarding the possibility to assimilate them to black holes of smaller intensity to form a kind of dark matter. A comparison with the Newton form of the equation of motion permits to establish differences and similarities. In conclusion, the proposed models are simple and useful. By combinations and redistribution one can obtain information regarding more complicate structures.
